
Evaluating Translational Correspondene using AnnotationProjetionRebea Hwa1, Philip Resnik1;2, Amy Weinberg1;2, and Okan Kolak1;3Institute for Advaned Computer Studies1Department of Linguistis2Department of Computer Siene3University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742fhwa, resnik, weinberg, okang�umias.umd.eduAbstratReently, statistial mahine transla-tion models have begun to take advan-tage of higher level linguisti struturessuh as syntati dependenies. Un-derlying these models is an assumptionabout the diretness of translationalorrespondene between sentenes inthe two languages; however, the extentto whih this assumption is valid anduseful is not well understood. In thispaper, we present an empirial studythat quanti�es the degree to whih syn-tati dependenies are preserved whenparses are projeted diretly from En-glish to Chinese. Our results show thatalthough the diret orrespondene as-sumption is often too restritive, asmall set of prinipled, elementary lin-guisti transformations an boost thequality of the projeted Chinese parsesby 76% relative to the unimprovedbaseline.1 IntrodutionAdvanes in statistial parsing and languagemodeling have shown the importane of mod-eling grammatial dependenies (i.e., relation-ships between syntati heads and their mod-i�ers) between words (Collins, 1997; Eisner,1997; Chelba and Jelinek, 1998; Charniak,2001). Informed by the insights of this work, re-ent statistial mahine translation (MT) mod-els have beome linguistially riher in their rep-resentation of monolingual relationships than

their predeessors ((Wu, 1995; Alshawi et al.,2000; Yamada and Knight, 2001); f. (Brown etal., 1990; Brown et al., 1993)).Using riher monolingual representations instatistial MT raises the hallenge of how toharaterize the ross-language relationship be-tween two sets of monolingual syntati rela-tions. In this paper, we investigate a harater-ization that often appears impliitly as a partof newer statistial MT models, whih we termthe diret orrespondene assumption (DCA).Intuitively, the assumption is that for two sen-tenes in parallel translation, the syntati rela-tionships in one language diretly map to thesyntati relationships in the other. Sineit has not been desribed expliitly, the valid-ity and utility of the DCA are not well un-derstood | although, without identifying theDCA as suh, other translation researhers havenonetheless found themselves working around itslimitations.1In Setion 2 we show how the DCA appearsimpliitly in several models, providing an ex-pliit formal statement, and we disuss its po-tential inadequaies. In Setion 3, we providea way to assess empirially the extent to whihthe DCA holds true. Our results suggest that al-though the DCA is too restritive in many ases,a general set of prinipled, elementary linguistitransformations an often resolve the problem.1For example, Yamada and Knight (2001) aountfor non-DCA-respeting variation by learning onstru-tion spei� loal transformations on onstitueny trees.There also exists a substantial literature in transfer-based MT on learning mapping patterns for syntatirelationships that do not orrespond (e.g., (Menezes andRihardson, 2001; Lavoie et al., 2001)).



In Setion 4, we onsider the impliations of ourexperimental results and disuss future work.2 The Diret CorrespondeneAssumptionTo our knowledge, the diret orrespondene as-sumption underlies all statistial models that at-tempt to apture a relationship between synta-ti strutures in two languages, be they on-stituent models or dependeny models. Asan example of the former, onsider Wu's(1995) stohasti inversion transdution gram-mar (SITG), in whih paired sentenes are si-multaneously generated using ontext-free rules;word order di�erenes are aounted for byallowing eah rule to be read in a left-to-right or right-to-left fashion, depending onthe language. For example, SITG an gen-erate verb initial (English) and verb �nal(Japanese) verb phrases using the same ruleVP ! V NP. For any derivation using thisrule, if vE and npE are the English verband noun phrase, and they are respetivelyaligned with Japanese verb and noun phrasevJ and npJ , then verb-objet(vE ;npE) andverb-objet(vJ ;npJ) must both be true.As an example where the DCA relatesdependeny strutures, onsider the hier-arhial alignment algorithm proposed byAlshawi et al. (2000). In this framework, word-level alignments and paired dependeny stru-tures are onstruted simultaneously. TheEnglish-Basque example (1) illustrates: if theEnglish word buy is aligned to the Basque worderosi and gift is aligned to opari, the reationof the head-modi�er relationship between buyand gift is aompanied by the reation of a or-responding head-modi�er relationship betweenerosi and opari.(1) a. I got a gift for my brotherb. Nik (i) nire (my) anaiari (brother-dat) opari (gift) bat (a) erosi (buy)nion (past)2.1 Formalizing the DCALet us formalize this intuitive idea about orre-sponding syntati relationships in the followingmore general way:

Diret Correspondene Assumption(DCA): Given a pair of sentenes E and Fthat are (literal) translations of eah other withsyntati strutures TreeE and TreeF , if nodesxE and yE of TreeE are aligned with nodes xFand yF of TreeF , respetively, and if syntatirelationship R(xE ; yE) holds in TreeE , thenR(xF ; yF ) holds in TreeF .Here, R(x; y) may speify a head-modi�errelationship between words in a dependenytree, or a sisterhood relationship between non-terminals in a onstitueny tree. As stated, theDCA amounts to an assumption that the ross-language alignment resembles a homomorphismrelating the syntati graph of E to the syntatigraph of F .2Wu's SITG makes this assumption, under theinterpretation that R is the head-modi�er re-lation expressed in a rewrite rule. The IBMMT models (Brown et al., 1993) do not re-spet the DCA, but neither do they attempt tomodel any higher level syntati relationship be-tween onstituents within or aross languages|the translation model (alignments) and the lan-guage model are statistially independent. InYamada and Knight's (2001) extension of theIBM models, on the other hand, grammatialinformation from the soure language is prop-agated into the noisy hannel, and the gram-matial transformations in their hannel modelappear to respet diret orrespondene.3 Thesimultaneous parsing and alignment algorithmof Alshawi et al. (2000) is essentially an imple-mentation of the DCA in whih relationship Rhas no linguisti import (i.e. anything an be ahead).2Some models embody a stronger version of the DCAthat more losely resembles an isomorphism between de-pendeny graphs(Shieber, 1994), though we will not pur-sue this idea further here.3Knight and Yamada atually pre-proess the Englishinput in ases that most transparently violate diret or-respondene; for example, they permute English verbs tosentene-�nal position in the model transforming Englishinto Japanese. Most models we looked at have addressedsome e�ets of DCA failure, but they have not aknowl-edged it expliitly as an underlying assumption, nor havethey gone beyond expedient measures to the type of prin-ipled analysis that we propose below.



R xEng yEng xBsq yBsqverb-subj got I erosi nikverb-obj got gift erosi oparinoun-det gift a opari batnoun-mod brother my anaiari nireTable 1: Correspondenes preserved in (1)2.2 Problems with the DCAThe DCA seems to be a reasonable priniple, es-peially when expressed in terms of syntati de-pendenies that abstrat away word order. Thatis, the themati (who-did-what-to-whom) rela-tionships are likely to hold true aross transla-tions even for typologially di�erent languages.Consider example (1) again: despite the fatthat the Basque sentene has a di�erent wordorder, with the verb appearing at the far rightof the sentene, the syntati dependeny rela-tionships of English (subjet, objet, noun mod-i�er, et.) are largely preserved aross the align-ment, as illustrated in Table 1. Moreover, theDCA makes possible more elegant formalisms(e.g. SITG) and more eÆient algorithms. Itmay allow us to use the syntati analysis forone language to infer annotations for the orre-sponding sentene in another language, helpingto redue the labor and expense of reating tree-banks in new languages (Cabezas et al., 2001;Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001).Unfortunately, the DCA is awed, even forliteral translations. For example, in sentenepair (1), the indiret objet of the verb is ex-pressed in English using a prepositional phrase(headed by the word for) that attahes tothe verb, but it is expressed with the dativease marking on anaiari (brother-dat) inBasque. If we aligned both for and brotherto anaiari, then a many-to-one mapping wouldbe formed, and the DCA would be violated:R(for; brother) holds in the English tree butR(anaiari; anaiari) does not hold in the Basquetree. Similarly, a one-to-many mapping (e.g.,aligning got with erosi (buy) and nion (past)in this example) an also be problemati for theDCA.The inadequay of the DCA should ome asno surprise. The syntax literature dating bak

to Chomsky (1981), together with a rih om-putational literature on translation divergenes(e.g. (Abeille et al., 1990; Dorr, 1994; Hanet al., 2000)), is onerned with haraterizingin a systemati way the apparent diversity ofmehanisms used by languages to express mean-ings syntatially. For example, urrent theo-ries laim that languages employ stable head-omplement orders aross onstrution types. InEnglish, the head of a phrase is uniformly to theleft of modifying prepositional phrases, senten-tial omplements, et. In Chinese, verbal andprepositional phrases respet the English order-ing but heads in the nominal system uniformlyappear to the right. Systemati appliation ofthis sort of linguisti knowledge turns out to bethe key in getting beyond the DCA's limitations.3 Evaluating the DCA usingAnnotation ProjetionThus far, we have argued that the DCA is a use-ful and widely assumed priniple; at the sametime we have illustrated that it is inapable ofaounting for some well known and fundamen-tal linguisti fats. Yet this is not an unfamil-iar situation. For years, stohasti modeling oflanguage has depended on the linguistially im-plausible assumptions underlying n-gram mod-els, hidden Markov models, ontext-free gram-mars, and the like, with remarkable suess.Having made the DCA expliit, we would sug-gest that the right questions are: to what extentis it true, and how useful is it when it holds?In the remainder of the paper, we fous on an-swering the �rst question empirially by onsid-ering the syntati relationships and alignmentsbetween translated sentene pairs in two distantlanguages (English and Chinese). In our experi-mental framework, a system is given the \ideal"syntati analyses for the English sentenes andEnglish-Chinese word-alignments, and it uses aDiret Projetion Algorithm (desribed below)to projet the English syntati annotations di-retly aross to the Chinese sentenes in aor-dane with the DCA. The resulting Chinese de-pendeny analyses are then ompared with anindependently derived gold standard, enabling



us to determine reall and preision �gures forsyntati dependenies (f. (Lin, 1998)) and toperform a qualitative error analysis. This erroranalysis led us to revise our projetion approah,and the resulting linguistially informed proje-tion improved signi�antly the ability to obtainaurate Chinese parses.This experimental framework for the �rstquestion is designed with an eye toward the se-ond, onerning the usefulness of making thediret orrespondene assumption. If the DCAholds true more often than not, then one mightspeulate that the projeted syntati struturesould be useful as a treebank (albeit a noisyone) for training Chinese parsers, and ouldhelp more generally in overoming the syntatiannotation bottlenek for languages other thanEnglish.3.1 The Diret Projetion AlgorithmThe DCA translates fairly diretly into an algo-rithm for projeting English dependeny analy-ses aross to Chinese using word alignments asthe bridge. More formally, given sentene pair(E, F ), the English syntati relations are pro-jeted for the following situations:� one-to-one if hE 2 E is aligned with aunique hF 2 F and mE is aligned with aunique mF 2 F , then if R(hE ;mE), on-lude R(hF ;mF ).� unaligned (English) if wE 2 E is notaligned with any word in F , then reate anew empty word nF 2 F suh that for anyxE aligned with a unique xF , R(xE; wE))R(xF ; nF ) and R(wE ; xE)) R(nF ; xF ).� one-to-many if wE 2 E is aligned withw1F ; : : : ; wnF , then reate a new emptyword mF 2 F suh that mF is the parentof w1F ; : : : ; wnF and set wE to align to mFinstead.� many-to-one if w1E ; : : : ; wnE 2 E are alluniquely aligned to wF 2 F , then delete allalignments between wiE (1 � i � n) and wFexept for the head (denoted as whE ); more-over, if wiE , a modi�er of whE , had its ownmodi�ers, R(wiE ; wjE )) R(whF ; wjF ).

The many-to-many ase is deomposed intoa two-step proess: �rst perform one-to-many,then perform many-to-one. In the ases of un-aligned Chinese words, they are left out of theprojeted syntati tree. The asymmetry in thetreatment of one-to-many and many-to-oneand of the unaligned words for the two languagesarises from the asymmetri nature of the proje-tion.3.2 Experimental SetupThe orpus for this experiment was onstrutedby obtaining manual English translations for124 Chinese newswire sentenes (with 40 wordsor less) ontained in setions 001-015 of the PennChinese Treebank (Xia et al., 2000). The Chi-nese data in our set ranged from simple sen-tenes to some ompliated onstrutions suhas omplex relative lauses, multiple run-onlauses, embeddings, nominal onstrutions, et.Average sentene length was 23.7 words.Parses for the English sentenes were on-struted by a proess of automati analy-sis followed by hand orretion; output treesfrom a broad-overage lexialized English parser(Collins, 1997) were automatially onvertedinto dependenies to be orreted. The gold-standard dependeny analyses for the Chinesesentenes were onstruted manually by two u-ent speakers of Chinese, working independentlyand using the Chinese Treebank's (manuallyonstruted) onstitueny parses for referene.4Inter-annotator agreement on unlabeled synta-ti dependenies is 92.4%. Manual English-Chinese alignments were onstruted by two an-notators who are native speakers of Chinese us-ing a software environment similar to that de-sribed by Melamed (1998).The diret projetion of English dependen-ies to Chinese yielded poor results as measuredby preision and reall over unlabeled syntatidependenies: preision was 30.1% and reall39.1%. Inspetion of the results revealed thatour manually aligned parallel orpus ontainedmany instanes of multiply aligned or unalignedtokens, owing either to freeness of translation4One author of this paper served as one of the anno-tators.



(a violation of the assumption that translationsare literal) or to di�erenes in how the two lan-guages express the same meaning. For example,to quantify a Chinese noun with a determiner,one also needs to supply a measure word in ad-dition to the quantity. Thus, the noun phrasean apple is expressed as yee (an) ge (-meas)ping-guo (apple). Chinese also inludes sepa-rate words to indiate aspetual ategories suhas ontinued ation, in ontrast to verbal suf-�xes in English suh as the -ing in running.Beause Chinese lassi�ers, aspetual partiles,and other funtional words do not appear in theEnglish sentene, there is no way for a projetedEnglish analysis to orretly aount for them.As a result, the Chinese dependeny trees usu-ally fail to ontain an appropriate grammatialrelation for these items. Beause they are fre-quent, the failure to properly aount for themsigni�antly hurts performane.3.3 Revised ProjetionOur error analysis led to the onlusion that theorrespondene of syntati relationships wouldbe improved by a better handling of the one-to-many mappings and the unaligned ases. Weinvestigated two ways of addressing this issue.First, we adopted a simple strategy informedby the tendeny of languages to have a onsis-tent diretion for \headedness". Chinese andEnglish share the property that they are head-initial for most phrase types. Thus, if an Englishword aligns to multiple Chinese words 1; : : : ; n,the leftmost word 1 is treated as the head and2; : : : ; n are analyzed as its dependents. Ifa Chinese empty node was introdued to alignwith an untranslated English word, it is deletedand its left-most hild is promoted to replae it.Looking at language in this non-onstrution-dependent way allows us to make simple hangesthat have wide ranging e�ets. This is illustra-tive of how our approah tries to rein in aseswhere the DCA breaks down by using linguisti-ally informed onstraints that are as general aspossible.Seond, we used more detailed linguistiknowledge of Chinese to develop a small set ofrules, expressed in a tree-based pattern-ation

formalism, that perform loal modi�ations of aprojeted analysis on the Chinese side. To avoidthe slippery slope of unending language-spei�rule tweaking, we stritly onstrained the possi-ble rules. Rules were permitted to refer only tolosed lass items, to parts of speeh projetedfrom the English analysis, or to easily enumer-ated lexial ategories (e.g. fdollar, RMB, $,yeng).For example, one suh rule deals with nounmodi�ation:� If n1; : : : ; nk are a set of Chinese wordsaligned to an English noun, replae theempty node introdued in the Diret Pro-jetion Algorithm by promoting the lastword nk to its plae with n1; : : : ; nk�1 asdependents.Another deals with aspetual markers for verbs:� If v1; : : : ; vk, a sequene of Chinese wordsaligned with English verbs, is followed bya, an aspet marker, make a into a modi�erof the last verb vk.The most involved transformation plaes a lin-guisti onstraint on the Chinese funtionalword de, whih may be translated as that (thehead of a relative lause), as the preposition of,or as 's (a marker for possessives). This om-mon Chinese funtional word is almost alwayseither unaligned or multiply aligned to an En-glish word.� If i is the Chinese word that appeared im-mediately to the left of de and j is the Chi-nese word that appeared immediately to theright of it, then �nd the lowest anestors pand q for i and j , respetively, suh thatR(p; q) exists; remove that relationship;and replae it with R(de; p) and R(q; de).The latter two hanges may seem unrelated,but they both take advantage of the fat thatChinese violates the head-initial rule in its nom-inal system, where noun phrases are uniformlyhead-�nal. More generally, the majority of rulepatterns are variations on the same solution tothe same problem. Viewing the problem from



a higher level of linguisti abstration made itpossible to �nd all the relevant ases in a shorttime (a few days) and express the solution om-patly (< 20 rules). The omplete set of rulesan be found in (Hwa et al., 2002).3.4 A New ExperimentBeause our error analysis and subsequent al-gorithm re�nements made use of our originalChinese-English data set, we reated a new testset based on 88 new Chinese sentenes fromthe Penn Chinese Treebank, already manuallytranslated into English as part of the NIST MTevaluation preview.5 These sentenes averaged19.0 words in length.As desribed above, parses on the Englishside were reated semi-automatially, and wordalignments were aquired manually. However, inorder to redue our reliane on linguistially so-phistiated human annotators for Chinese syn-tax, we adopted an alternative strategy for ob-taining the gold standard: we automatiallyonverted the Treebank's onstitueny parses ofthe Chinese sentenes into syntati dependenyrepresentations, using an algorithm similar tothe one desribed in Setion 2 of the paper byXia and Palmer (2001).6The reall and preision �gures for the new ex-periment are summarized in Table 2. The �rstrow of the table shows the results omparing theoutput of the Diret Projetion Algorithm withthe gold standard. As we have already seen pre-viously, the quality of these trees is not verygood. The seond row of the table shows that af-ter applying the single transformation based onthe head-initial assumption, preision and reallboth improve signi�antly: using the F-measureto ombine preision and reall into a single �g-ure of merit (Van Rijsbergen, 1979), the inrease5See http://www.nist.gov/speeh/tests/mt/. Weused sentenes from setions 038, 039, 067, 122, 191, 207,249 beause, aording to the distributor, the translationof these setions (�les with .sp suÆx) have been morearefully veri�ed.6The strategy was validated by performing the sameproess on the original data set; the agreement rate withthe human-generated dependeny trees was 97.5%. Thisled us to be on�dent that Treebank onstitueny parsesould be used automatially to reate a gold standard forsyntati dependenies.

Method Preision Reall F-measureDiret 34.5 42.5 38.1Head-initial 59.4 59.4 59.4Rules 68.0 66.6 67.3Table 2: Performane on Chinese analyses (%)from 38.1% to 59.4% represents a 55.9% relativeimprovement. The third row of the table showsthat by applying the small set of tree modi�a-tion rules after diret projetion (one of whihis default assignment of the head-initial analysisto multi-word phrases when no other rule ap-plies), we obtain an even larger improvement,the 67.3% F-measure representing a 76.6% rela-tive gain over baseline performane.4 Conlusions and Future WorkTo what extent is the DCA a valid assumption?Our experiments on�rm the linguisti intuition,indiating that one annot safely assume a diretmapping between the syntati dependenies ofone language and the syntati dependenies ofanother.How useful is the DCA? The experimental re-sults show that even the simplisti DCA anbe useful when operating in onjuntion withsmall quantities of systemati linguisti knowl-edge. Syntati analyses projeted from Englishto Chinese an, in priniple, yield Chinese analy-ses that are nearly 70% aurate (in terms of un-labeled dependenies) after appliation of a setof linguistially prinipled rules. In the near fu-ture we will address the remaining errors, whihalso seem to be amenable to a uniform linguis-ti treatment: in large part they involve di�er-enes in ategory expression (nominal expres-sions translated as verbs or vie versa) and webelieve that we an use ontext to e�et the or-ret ategory transformations. We will also ex-plore orretion of errors via statistial learningtehniques.The impliation of this work for statistialtranslation modeling is that a little bit of knowl-edge an be a good thing. The approah de-sribed here strikes a balane somewhere be-tween the endless onstrution-by-onstrutiontuning of rule-based approahes, on the one



hand, and, on the other, the development of in-suÆiently onstrained stohasti models.We have systematially diagnosed a ommonassumption that has been dealt with previouslyon a ase by ase basis, but not named. Mostof the models we know of | from early work atIBM to seond-generation models suh as that ofKnight and Yamada | retify glaring problemsaused by the failure of the DCA using a rangeof pre- or post-proessing tehniques.We have identi�ed the soure for a host ofthese problems and have suggested diagnostisfor future ases where we might expet theseproblems to arise. More important, we haveshown that linguistially informed strategies anbe developed eÆiently to improve output thatis otherwise ompromised by situations wherethe DCA does not hold.In addition to resolving the remaining prob-lemati ases for our projetion framework, weare exploring ways to automatially reate largequantities of syntatially annotated data. Thiswill break the bottlenek in developing appro-priately annotated training orpora. Currently,we are following two researh diretions. Our�rst goal is to minimize the degree of degrada-tion in the quality of the projeted trees whenthe input analyses and word alignments are au-tomatially generated by a statistial parser andword alignment model. To improve the qualityof the input analyses, we are adapting ativelearning and o-training tehniques (Hwa, 2000;Sarkar, 2001) to exploit the most reliable data.We are also atively developing an alternativealignment model that makes more use of thesyntati struture (Lopez et al., 2002). Ourseond goal is to detet and redue the noisein the projeted trees so that they might re-plae the expensive human-annotated orporaas training examples for statistial parsers. Weare investigating the use of �ltering strategies toloalize the potentially problemati parts of theprojeted syntati trees.AknowledgmentsThis work has been supported, in part, byONR MURI Contrat FCPO.810548265,
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